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966 Status and management of lobster fishery resources in India 
In India, though lobsters form only 0.12 ± 
0.06% of total marine landings, they form an 
important export product comprising 1.07 ± 
0.44% in quantity and 2.59 ± 1.15% in value. 
Total annual landings have been fluctuating 
between 1587 to 2917 tonnes for the pas t 
fifteen years (1985-2000) with the highest 
landing of 4075 tonnes in 1985 (Fig.l). Heavy 
demand and attractive price for lobsters in the 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l m a r k e t have r e s u l t e d in 
increased exploitation of lobsters. Unless new 
grounds are located, scope for improvement in 
the fishery in the coming years is limited. The 
multi-species and multi-gear lobster fishery 
involving both t radi t ional and mechanised 
fishermen poses mul t i tude of problems for 
management of this valuable resource from 
overexplo i ta t ion a n d c o n s e r v a t i o n . An 
assessment of the current s t a tus of lobster 
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1 All India lobster landings in India during 
1985-2000 
fishery in India along with various options for 
management are presented. 
Lobsters are dis t r ibuted all along the 
Indian coast. However, major landings come 
from the northwest coast (NW), southwest coast 
(SW) and southeast coast (SE). Sector-wise, 
NW consisting of Gujarat and Maharasht ra 
contributes 69% of the total lobster landings. 
State-wise, Gujarat contributes 43.7% of the 
total lobster ca tch , M a h a r a s h t r a , 25 .4%, 
Tamilnadu, 14.6% and Kerala, 12.5%. Small 
quantities are landed in Karnataka and Andhra 
Pradesh. State-wise landing of lobsters during 
1996-2000 is shown in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. State-wise landing of lobsters 
Quantity in tonnes 
Year 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
Tamilnadu 
252 
375 
998 
254 
142 
Kerala 
112 
265 
64 
513 
535 
Maharashtra 
1132 
818 
442 
291 
611 
Gujarat 
1130 
1405 
1054 
975 
1036 
Others 
5 
54 
101 
60 
63 
Total 
2631 
2917 
2659 
2093 
2387 
Although there are nine species of spiny 
lobsters (Palinuridae) distr ibuted along the 
Indian coast , only four a re commercial ly 
exploited (three shallow and one deep). Among 
eight species of slipper lobsters (Scyllaridae) 
recorded from Indian coast, only one species is 
fished in commercial quantities. 
In India, trawls bring 75% of the lobsters 
which are caught along with shrimps as a by-
catch. On the NW. almost 95% of the catch is 
by trawls, whereas on the SW, landing is mainly 
by indigenous gears such as traps, gillnets and 
trammel nets. On the SE, lobsters are caught 
in trawls as well as in traditional gears. 
The major mechanised lobster landing 
centres on the NW coast are Veravel in Gujarat 
and Mumbai in Maharash t r a . In Veravel, 
annual average catch during 1980-85 was 270 
t with a CPUE of 3.02 Kg/U whereas it was 200 
t in 1987 to 1997. The peak period of lobster 
fishing along the Veravel coast is between 
October a n d F e b r u a r y . P. polyphagus 
constituted 45% of the total catch at Veravel 
and the rest is contributed by T. orientalis. The 
average annual catch of T. orientalis at Veravel 
also shows a similar trend of decline. The 
average a n n u a l catch dur ing 1980-85 was 
148.3 t a t the rate of 1.66 Kg/U, which was 
reduced to 113 t in 1987-97. The average 
annual catch at Mumbai during 1978-85 was 
402 t which was declined to 113 t in 1987-97. 
Species-wise, the average annual catch of P. 
polyphagus {1978-85) declined from 217.51 with 
a catch rate of 5.11 Kg/U to 961 (1987-97). The 
species is available year round, but the fishery 
d i sp layed s e a s o n a l a b u n d a n c e d u r i n g 
September-December. . The size of lobsters in 
the fishery range from 70-395 mm in total 
length (TL). Growth studies show Identical 
growth In Juveniles and differential growth rate 
in adults. 
Sexual maturity size (50% level) is 175 
mm TL for females, whereas physical maturity 
is reached at 265 mm TL for males. Females 
s ta r t breeding a t 205 mm TL (218 g). P. 
polyphagus spawns throughout the year, but 
majority of females in berried condition are 
noticed during August-October, when 80% of 
females are egg bearing. Fecundity range from 
1,43,000 (180 mm TL) to 4,723.000 (353 mm 
TL). Recruitment of young lobsters measuring 
below 100 mm (<50 g) generally takes place 
during December-January. 
Stock assessment studies have indicated 
high annual exploitation ratio (0.81 for males 
and 0.68 for females) for P. polyphagus. For a 
slow growing species, this exploitation rate is 
alarming. As the peak breeding (September-
October) co inc ide wi th p e a k f i sh ing , P. 
polyphagus is facing recruitment overfishing 
and the s i t u a t i o n w a r r a n t s i m m e d i a t e 
management regulations. 
The fishery of the s l ipper lobs te r T. 
orientalis at Mumbai yielded 184.9 t (1978-85) 
at the rate of 4.35 Kg/U, forming 46% of the 
total catch. The catch declined from a peak of 
282 t in 1985-86 to 53 t in 1987-88 and the 
species completely d i s a p p e a r e d from the 
fishery in 1994-95. The causative factors 
leading to disappearance of the species from 
the fishery needs a detailed investigation. 
On the sou thwes t coast , lobsters are 
fished in almost all the fishing villages starting 
from south of T h i r u v a n a n t h a p u r a m u p to 
K a n y a k u m a r l and 90% of the c a t c h is 
contributed by P. homarus. The main gears 
used for lobster fishing are traps, gill nets and 
t r a m m e l n e t s . Total l a n d i n g s g radua l ly 
decreased from 301 t in 1966 to 7.6 t in 1995-
96. The fishery is seasonal and extends from 
Augus t to May wi th p e a k c a t c h e s from 
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November to J a n u a r y . F i sh ing s e a s o n 
co inc ides wi th p e a k b r e e d i n g s e a s o n 
(Noveniber-December) and a major portion of 
the females caught during this period are egg 
bearing. Increase in fishing effort, exploitation 
of juvenile lobsters by trammel net and heavy 
exploitation of ovigerous females have led to 
overall decline in landings. 
Tuticorin to Rameswaram in the Gulf of 
Mannar and Kanyakumarl to Ti ruchendur 
(Tirunelveli coast) are potential fishing ground 
for lobs te rs . The dominan t species is P. 
homarus. Adult P. ornatus (1 to 2 Kg) are fished 
from Tiruchendur by chank fishermen. The 
fishery has been showing wide fluctuation and 
an overall fall in catches was noticed. The 
annual average landing of lobsters at Tuticorin 
was 12 t at the ra te of 4.39 Kg/U, which 
gradually attained the peak catch of 125.3 t in 
1994-95. Nearly 43% of the lobster catch is by 
trawlers. P. ornatus, P. homarus and T.orientalis 
are the major spec ies occur r ing in trawl 
fishery. In the trawl fishery, lobster catch 
increased from 37 t in 1993-94 to 51 t in 1994-
95 and then came down to 20 t in 1995-96. 
Though lobsters are caught through out the 
year , larger quan t i t i e s are landed dur ing 
August to February and May to Ju ly . At 
Mandapam, an average 3 to 4 tonnes of lobsters 
are landed of which 75% is constituted by P. 
ornatus and 20% by P. homarus. The fishery 
commences in October and extends up to May 
with the peak from December to March. 
The spiny lobster P. ornatus is the most 
important species from the live lobster export 
point of view which grows to a maximum weight 
of 4.0-4.5 Kg and are caught almost through 
out the year. The highest catch is in May, 
forming almost 54% of the total catch. The size 
of P. ornatus ranged between 113 and 233 mm 
TL in males and 128-452 mm TL in females 
with 4 1 % falling in the size range of 181-190 
mm TL, which are juveniles Females of P. 
o r n a t u s a t t a in first sexual matur i ty a t a 
c a r a p a c e length of 90-mm (250-mm TL). 
Berried females are very rarely encountered 
in the catches as the breeding ground is in 
deeper waters. 
p. homarus is also an equally important 
commercial species, landed both by trawls and 
gill nets . An average- 30% of the catch is 
constituted by P. homarus. The catch of P. 
homarus shows high fluctuation. The lobsters 
caught in trawls have been reported to be mostly 
undersized. Operation of trammel nets bring 
in large quantity of juveniles. Though this 
species is caught almost through out the year, 
peak fishing is during the summer months of 
May to September. 
The deep sea lobster P. sewelli is under 
high fishing pressure and is one of the species 
exploited from the fishing grounds located off 
the south west (Quilon) and south east (Gulf of 
Mannar) at depths ranging from 150 to 400 m. 
MSY of the species on the southwest coast was 
estimated as 8,000 tonnes and 1,200 tonnes 
for the southeast coast. This species is highly 
vulnerable to fishing as breeding activity brings 
them to the limit of their distribution. A new 
resource of the deep sea lobster, Linuparus 
somniosus was located by Fishery Survey of 
India in Andamans. During 1999-2000 nearly 
10 tonnes of Nephropsis stewarti was landed 
along with deep sea prawn at Cochin and 
Mangalore. 
In India, nearly 75% of the lobster catch 
comes from trawlers as by-catch and therefore 
no direct regulations can be enforced to control 
fishing of lobsters alone. In the traditional 
sector, it may be easier to impose restrictions, 
as fishermen venture exclusively for lobster 
fishing In certain months. Potential earnings 
of the fishermen can be maintained or even 
e n h a n c e d wi th p r o p e r m a n a g e m e n t and 
enforcement of f i sh ing r e g u l a t i o n s . 
Unfortunately, peak fishing coincides with 
peak breeding In most of the fishing areas. 
Fishing of Juveniles and egg bearing females 
during peak breeding season can bring in 
regative impact upon the recruitment and on 
the breeding stocks. Seasonal closures around 
the time of breeding and limited entry have 
been effectively used as a regulatory measure 
In single species fishery of the subtropical 
seas. How far these measure could be applied 
under Indian conditions needs to be examined. 
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Currently, no management regulations 
are strictly enforced to regulate lobster fishing 
in India. There are no restr ict ions on the 
minimum size of capture, type of gears used 
for lobster fishing, number of crafts riigaged in 
lobster fishing and on the fishing seasons. The 
fishermen lured by the high prices for lobsters 
are exploiting the resource indiscriminately. 
Therefore, formulation and enforcement of 
regulatory m e a s u r e s Is highly Imperative. 
Framing and Implementation of management 
measures will have to take Into account the 
biological , economic a n d social a s p e c t s . 
Protection of egg bearing lobsters by enforcing 
mandatory release of ovigerous females back 
into the sea, implementation of a Minimum 
Legal Size (MLS) for export and ban on operation 
of destructive gears like t rammel nets , are 
r e g u l a t o r y m e a s u r e s , w h i c h a r e to be 
considered for sustainable exploitation of the 
resource. Considering the biological aspects, 
especially the size a t m a tua r l t y and first 
b r e e d i n g , t h e M i n i m u m Legal Size 
recommended for fishing and export of each 
species is: Panulinis homarus 65 mm carapace 
length (CL); Panulirus polyphagus 70 mm CL; 
P. omatus 80 mm CL; T.orientalis 60 mm CL; 
Lobsters below this size are to be prohibited 
from fishing and export. 
While regula tory m e a s u r e s a re to be 
strictly enforced, there shall be simultaneous 
educat ion and awarenes s creat ion on the 
negative Impacts of fishing of Juveniles and egg 
bearing lobsters for sus tan ing the fishery. 
Establishment of sanctuaries with controls on 
fishing, ins ta l l a t ion of artificial reefs for 
providing additional shelter for Juveniles and 
ovigerous females are measures for increasing 
lobster production. Development of hatchery 
technology for seed production and searanching 
needs to be given high priority. Therefore, a 
ho l i s t i c a p p r o a c h on l o b s t e r r e s o u r c e 
m a n a g e m e n t wi th t h e m a i n object ive of 
sustainable exploitation and conservation of the 
resource for future generation is required. 
Prepared by: E.V. Radhakrishnan and Mary K. 
Manisseri, Central Marine Fisheries Research 
Institute, Cochin. 
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967 MvLssel farming 1)7 women's self lielp groups, in Kasaragod 
>;'district.- «•" '^fSi study^ ; f*,%'«. 
Mussel farming has already been proved 
as one of the profitable enterpr ises in the 
coastal belts of North Malabar a reas as a 
subsidiary income-deriving source of rura l 
f ishermen communi ty . The exper imenta l 
trials conducted by CMFRI have proved the 
techno-economic feasibility of mussel farming. 
As dense settlement of mussel spat can be seen 
during August to October all over the inter-tidal 
and submerged rocks along the coasts of North 
Malabar, seeds of suitable sizes are available 
in plenty from September to December in these 
areas. Kasaragod, the northern most district 
of Kerala is particularly notable for mussel 
farming as it h a s been success fu l ly 
accomplished by the womens' Self Help Groups 
(SHGs) for the past few years. These groups 
were given financial assistance in the DWCRA 
{Development of Women and Children in Rural 
Areas) s c h e m e a s a c o m p o n e n t of IRDP 
{Integrated Rural Development Programme) by 
the state government. 
P resen t ly , all t h e s e d e v e l o p m e n t 
p rog rammes a re b r o u g h t u n d e r a s ingle 
s cheme namely , SGSY ( S w a r n a j a y a n t h i 
Gramaswa Rosgar Yojana) which takes care of 
economic empowerment of weaker section. 
Subsidies, bank loans etc are the part and 
parcel of it and it essentially focuses attention 
on poverty alleviation through organised Self 
Help Groups. This programme looks into 
t r a in ing , c red i t , m a r k e t i n g , t e c h n i c a l 
knowledge and basic facilities necessary for the 
upliftment of the poor to bring them above the 
poverty line within three years in such a way 
that they should have a monthly earning of at 
least Rs.2000/-. It would be pertinent to have 
a look into the consequences of adoption and 
cost dynamics of m u s s e l farming by the 
women 's Self Help G r o u p s in Kasaragod 
district. 
This district possesses an area of 1992 
km* with a population of 10,71.508 as per 1991 
census. The district with a population density 
of 538 km* has an average growth rate of 22.78 
and 82 .51% literacy ra te . Majority of the 
villagers earn their livelihood by agriculture, 
fishing, coir ret t ing, coconut husk , toddy 
tapping etc. There is tremendous potential for 
a q u a c u l t u r e diversif icat ion in Kasaragod 
coastal belts. Water bodies in the coastal belts 
have ample scope for the judicious utilisation 
for finfish culture, prawn and crab farming in 
Kasaragod. 
This study was undertaken in two major 
p a n c h a y a t h s name ly C h e r u v a t h u r and 
Padanna in Kasaragod district. Cheruvathur 
panchayath has an area of 18.37 km* with a 
population of 24,504 out of which 18.631 are 
literate. Agriculture is the main occupation of 
the majority and a b o u t 150 families are 
engaged in fishing as the main occupation and 
about 300 families as subsidiary occupation. 
Similarly, Padanna panchayath has an area of 
13.08 km* with a population of 17,961 out of 
which 12,746 are literate. About 200 families 
are engaged in fishing as main occupation and 
about 400 families as part time occupation. The 
brackish water estuary is extremely suitable 
for mussel culture. 
Three Self Help Groups of women from 
each panchayath were selected as the sample 
and the data were collected as explorative case 
s tudies through personal interviews of the 
r e sponden t s . The Benefit-Cost ratio was 
analysed in each group and cost dynamics were 
worked out. The problems and constraints 
faced by the women were thoroughly assessed 
in each case and listed out. The details of the 
basic data collected and the SHGs seleted are 
shown in Table 1. 
Profile of cost estimates of mussel farming: 
The major expenditure required for mussel 
farming is for the materials such as bamboo, 
nylone rope, coir, cloth, seed. etc. and labour 
c o s t s e s sen t i a l l y cover ing c o n s t r u c t i o n , 
seeding, harves t ing etc. The pie-diagram 
{Fig. 1) depicts a clear-cut view of expenditure 
details of mussel farming. 
The womens' groups constituted in the 
scheme, DWCRA started mussel farming as 
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TABLE 1. Details of the basic data gathered in Kasaragod district. 
Name of the panchayath 
1. Cheruvathur 
2. Padanna 
Area 
18.37 km^ 
13.07 km^ 
Population 
24,504 
17,961 
Samples selected 
(Self Help Groups) 
1. Mahatma Women & Children's Welfare Council 
2. Kavunchira Kairall Mussel Unit 
3. Kaithakkad Mussel Unit 
1. Thekkekkad Mussel Unit 
2. Vadakkekkad Mussel Unit 
3. Ori Mussel Unit 
34% Nykmrap* 
20%8Md 
MMI 
Fig. 1 Proportion of operating cost components In mussel 
farming 
early as 1996-97 and are assisted by loan worth 
Rs. 8 8 0 0 / - per member with a subsidy of 
Rs. 4400/- which looks quiet fascinating. The 
duration of the loan is 5 years and the rate of 
interest is 12.5% per annum. In addition to 
this, a revolving fund of Rs. 5000 / - was also 
provided without interest. When the SHGs' are 
economically empowered with the provision of 
loan facilities, the returns from mussel farming 
help them to repay the loan slowly. 
The loan was granted through Farmers' 
Service Co-operative Banks and North Malabar 
Gramin Banks in Cheruvathur and Padanna 
panchayaths of Kasargod district. The amount 
of credit availed and the repayment particulars 
are given in the Table 2. It is obvious from the 
table that, in some of the groups, the extent of 
repayment requires improvement. However, 
majority of the SHGs' show cons iderab le 
progress in repayment of the loans, which can 
be conc luded a s a n i n d i c a t i o n of t h e 
profi tabi l i ty of m u s s e l f a rming . The 
expenditure details of the selected SHGs' in the 
initial year of mussel cultivation are shown in 
the Table 3. 
TABLE 2. Details of the loan availed and the 
extent of repayment in selected SHGs. 
SHGs No. of 
members 
1. 13 
2. 15 
3. 13 
4. 12 
5. 15 
6. 11 
Loan 
sanctioned 
78,00/-
90,000/-
90,000/-
1,06,000/-
69,000/-
98.000/-
No. of 
crops 
taken 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Total 
repayment 
27.615/-
31,000/-
90,000/-
66,000/-
31,000/-
21,000/-
The Net Operating Profit in all the six 
SHGs' was computed and found as substantially 
good which proves the profitability of mussel 
farming in the initial trial Itself. During the 
subsequen t years , mater ia l cos ts such as 
those of bamboo, rope, cloth and labour cost in 
cons t ruc t i on e tc . a re negligible and th i s 
e n s u r e s r e a s o n a b l e prof i t a s a major 
consequence of adoption of mussel farming 
e n t e r p r i s e b r i n g i n g a b o u t economic 
e m p o w e r m e n t of r u r a l w o m e n t h r o u g h 
organised Self Help Groups. 
Experiences and observat ions already 
indicated that for a group to be developed as an 
SHG. it requires a period of at least 36 months 
and it is a hectic process. It has to pass through 
var ious phases s u c h a s Formation phase . 
Stabilisation phase and Self Helping phase. 
Even though these groups of women can not be 
called entirely as Self Help Groups in the strict 
literal sense, it should be encouraged and 
appreciated that these groups promote a co-
operative, part icipat ive and empowerment 
culture among the members which ensures 
the probability of reaching the Self Helping 
phase in the near future. 
The loan s a n c t i o n i n g , u t i l i s a t i o n , 
accounts maintenance and timely repayment 
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TABLE 3. Operational costs of the SHG's in mussel farming in Kasaragod district. 
1 
11 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
No. of ropes 
Material cost (Rs) 
Bamboo 
Nylon rope 
Coir rope 
Cloth 
Seed 
Labour cost (Rs) 
Cons t ruc t ion 
Seeding 
Harvest ing 
Misce l laneous 
Total cost (Rs) 
R e t u r n s (Rs) 
Net operat ing 
profit (Rs.) 
S H G l 
500 
6400 
9954 
1100 
3000 
6500 
1600 
1500 
1300 
1000 
32,354 
40,000 
7,646 
SHG2 
800 
9600 
17500 
1500 
3250 
10000 
2400 
2565 
2000 
1600 
50,415 
64,000 
13,585 
SHG3 
600 
7980 
12000 
1200 
1700 
8700 
2170 
1500 
1500 
1200 
37,950 
48,000 
10,050 
SHG4 
750 
9000 
15000 
1587 
3338 
9000 
2250 
1875 
2000 
1500 
45,550 
60,000 
14,450 
SHG5 
900 
11437 
18000 
2000 
3600 
10800 
2700 
2500 
2750 
1800 
55.587 
72,000 
16,413 
SHG6 
725 
7800 
14500 
1450 
2250 
9770 
2200 
1800 
1875 
1450 
43,095 
58,000 
14,905 
of loans etc. are perfectly done with proper 
ma in t enance of the records by the group 
members . This a s c e r t a i n s the economic 
e m p o w e r m e n t of t h e m e m b e r s t h r o u g h 
organised Self Help Groups. 
Problems and constraints faced by the women 
in mussel farming : Mussel farming faces a 
number of impediments like water salinity, 
seed availability, selection of site, climatic 
vagaries, identification of proper beneficiaries 
and proper monitoring opportuni t ies . The 
major problems and constraints faced by the 
women in mussel cultivation are as follows. 
Meat shucking problems. 
Marketing of mussels. 
Unpredictable seed availability. 
Mortality of seeds during transportation. 
• Reduced growth during certain periods. 
* Social c o n s t r a i n t s like ca s t e sp l i t s , 
conflicts etc. to a limited extent. 
All the group members are of unanimous 
opinion that the government agencies should 
come forward wi th improved m a r k e t i n g 
facilities as marketing of mussel was perceived 
as one of the biggest constraints. Provision of 
loans with lower interest ra tes and freezer 
facility for storage of harvested mussels can 
bring about a breakthrough in this sector in 
the near future. 
Prepared by: V.P. Vipinkumar, P.K. Asokan and 
K.K. Appukuttan, Calicut Research Centre of 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, 
Calicut. 
968 A report on the organised fishintf^for the black clam 
(Villorita cyprinomes) in Aryadr^embanad lake, Kerala 
The Vembanad lake is one of the largest 
estuarine water bodies extending over three 
districts of Kerala, covering 32 fishing villages 
and supports a rich fishery offish and clams. The 
black clam Villorita cyprinoides is the major clam 
resource in the lake. Its production from the 
Vembanad lake comes to over 70% of the total 
clam production in the country. 
The clam exploitation in the Vembanad lake 
is mainly by diving and picking by women or by 
raking up the clam from a canoe, with the hand 
dredge, locally known as "KoUi" or "Varandl". 
Fishing is generally done by the licensed fishers 
of seven black clam co-operative societies 
established with a view to organize the clam 
fishers as well as the black claim shell trade. The 
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TABLE 3. Operational costs of the SHG's In mussel farming In Kasaragod district. 
SHGl SHG2 SHG3 SHG4 SHG5 SHG6 
I No. of ropes 
II Material cost (Rs) 
Bamboo 
Nylon rope 
Coir rope 
Cloth 
Seed 
III Labour cost (Rs) 
Construction 
Seeding 
Harvesting 
Miscellaneous 
IV Total cost (Rs) 
V Returns (Rs) 
VI Net operating 
profit (Rs.) 
500 800 600 750 900 725 
6400 
9954 
1100 
3000 
6500 
1600 
1500 
1300 
1000 
32,354 
40,000 
7,646 
9600 
17500 
1500 
3250 
10000 
2400 
2565 
2000 
1600 
50,415 
64,000 
13,585 
7980 
12000 
1200 
1700 
8700 
2170 
1500 
1500 
1200 
37,950 
48,000 
10,050 
9000 
15000 
1587 
3338 
9000 
2250 
1875 
2000 
1500 
45,550 
60,000 
14,450 
11437 
18000 
2000 
3600 
10800 
2700 
2500 
2750 
1800 
55.587 
72,000 
16,413 
7800 
14500 
1450 
2250 
9770 
2200 
1800 
1875 
1450 
43,095 
58,000 
14,905 
of loans etc. are perfectly done with proper 
ma in tenance of the records by the group 
members . This a s c e r t a i n s the economic 
e m p o w e r m e n t of t h e m e m b e r s t h r o u g h 
organised Self Help Groups. 
Problems and constraints faced by the women 
in mussel farming : Mussel farming faces a 
number of impediments like water salinity, 
seed availability, selection of site, climatic 
vagaries, identification of proper beneficiaries 
and proper monitoring opportuni t ies . The 
major problems and constraints faced by the 
women in mussel cultivation are as follows. 
Meat shucking problems. 
Marketing of mussels. 
Unpredictable seed availability. 
Mortality of seeds during transportation. 
* Reduced growth during certain periods. 
* Social c o n s t r a i n t s l ike c a s t e sp l i t s , 
conflicts etc. to a limited extent. 
All the group members are of unanimous 
opinion that the government agencies should 
come forward wi th improved m a r k e t i n g 
facilities as marketing of mussel was perceived 
as one of the biggest constraints. Provision of 
loans with lower interest ra tes and freezer 
facility for storage of harvested mussels can 
bring about a breakthrough in this sector in 
the near future. 
Prepared by: V.P. Vipinkumar, P.K. Asokan and 
K.K. Appukuttan, Calicut Research Centre of 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, 
Calicut. 
968 A report on the organiised fishinWfor the black clam ^ (Villorita cyprinomes) in Aryad, vembanad lake, Kerala 
The Vembanad lake is one of the largest 
estuarine water bodies extending over three 
districts of Kerala, covering 32 fishing villages 
and supports a rich fishery of fish and clams. The 
black clam Villorita cyprlnoides is the major clam 
resource in the lake. Its production from the 
Vembanad lake comes to over 70% of the total 
clam production in the country. 
The clam exploitation in the Vembanad lake 
is mainly by diving and picking by women or by 
raking up the clam from a canoe, with the hand 
dredge, locally known as "KoUi" or "Varandi". 
Fishing is generally done by the licensed fishers 
of seven black clam co-operative societies 
established with a view to organize the clam 
fishers as well as the black clam shell trade. The 
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Black clam fishing ground—^Aiyad, Vembanad lake 
Black clam fishing with hand—dredge, note weeds 
in the background, hampering fishing activity 
A days' haul of black clam 
Ucense for clam fishing is given by the Geology 
and Mining department of the State Government 
to the black clam lime shel l co-operative 
The canoes being tugged by the boat, 
after fishing is over 
societies viz; Kuthiathode black clam lime shell 
co-operative society, Thycattussery black clam 
lime shell co-operative society, Muhamma black 
clam lime shell co-operat ive society, 
Komalapuram black clam lime shell co-operative 
society. Vechoor black clam lime shell co-
operative society, Vaikom black clam lime shell 
co-operative society and Chempu black clam lime 
shell cooperative society. 
These societies collect the shell from the 
clam fishers at the rate of Rs 600-700 per tonne. 
These in turn £u-e sold to the agents from Tamil 
Nadu and Kerala for supp ly to the lime, 
pharmaceutical and cement industries. The 
clam fishers sell the meat locally at the rate of 
Rs. 5- 10/Kg depending on demand. 
Although the clam fishing in the Vembanad 
lake is apparently organized by the various co-
operative societies, a lot of illegal fishing by non-
licensed persons , indiscr iminate fishing of 
juvenile clams and illegal sub-fossil excavation 
both by hand and mechanized dredging. Is 
rampant in most parts of Vembanad lake. The 
fishers have often expressed their concern over 
the Illegal fishing and fossil excavation. 
Besides the above factors, the closure of the 
Thaneermukham Beirrage has led to the dramatic 
change In the salinity profile of the lake. The 
Thaneermukham Barrage was constructed to 
prevent salt-water Incursion and to promote two 
crops of paddy in about 50,000 ha of low-lying fields 
in the area. The Thaneermukham Barrage has 
been functional since 1976 and remains closed 
from Janua ry to May every year. This has 
resulted in drastic ecological changes in the lake, 
particularly south of the barrage, affecting the 
distribution, survival and abundemce of the living 
resources in the lake, especially depletion of the 
black clam in several parts of the lake. The 
dredging in several parts of the Vembanad lake 
has aggravated this situation. The major concern 
of the fishers has been the lack of settlement of 
clam seed due to fresh water influx and suspended 
sUt, due to dredging. However, repeated appeals 
by the co-operat ive societ ies to open the 
Thaneermukham Barrage and limit the dredging 
activities in the lake have found no response from 
the concerned departments. 
The Komalapuram black clam lime shell co-
operative society has taken a major initiative to 
help the distressed members of their society. 
There has been no seed settlement in the south 
Aryad region extending from Muhamma to 
Komalapuram due to the above mentioned factors. 
Added to this, the heavy infestation of the African 
weed Salvinia sp. and the water hyacinth, 
Eichhomia crassipes in the Vembanad lake also 
affects the fishing activities, especially during 
the monsoon and post - monsoon months. The 
society has, therefore, taken up the responsibility 
of hiring two mechanized boats (hiring charge Rs. 
650/boat) and transport the clam fishers along 
with their canoes and fishing gears to the more 
potential clam beds in the Kumarakom waters 
(Kottayam district), beyond South Aryad. The 
fishing area (Kumarakom) is about 12 Km from 
South Aryad. The canoes of the clam fishers are 
tugged to the fishing area in the early hours (at 
about 0500 Hrs) and allowed to fish upto noon and 
are tugged back to South Aryad. The fishers pay 
a nominal fee of Rs. 20 / - towards tugging charges 
and Rs . l5 / - for hiring the canoe. The fishers 
are able to fish about 10-16 tins/day/canoe as 
against 4-5 t ins /day yielded earlier. This is 
almost double the catch compared to the earlier 
years, when fishing was done in the nearby areas 
within Aryad. Also, this reduces the effort 
expended for fishing in the weed-infested areas. 
This system of organized, collective fishing 
was initiated in October 1998 by the society and 
has become tremendously successful with more 
members of the society getting involved in the 
programme. This system is worth emulating, by 
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other clam co-operative societies. An interesting 
feature here is that several women are also 
involved in this fishing activity, using canoe and 
the heavy "KoUi" for fishing. In other areas 
women are engaged only in diving and 
handpicking. 
The other interesting feature is that women 
are engaged in the post-harvest processing 
(shucking of the meat) and marketing. The clam 
meat is sold locally at the rate of Rs.5-10/Kg. 
There is ample scope to further organize these 
women to develop value-added products such as 
pickles, clam curry etc. and extend their markets 
to other potential areas. 
The Komalapuram society also implements 
other welfare schemes for the members. During 
the off season (June-July), when fishing cannot 
be carried out, the society provides financial 
assistance to the fishers based on their fishing 
output. Each fisher can avail 2 Kg of rice per tin 
of clam sold to the society and loan for the 
purchase of provisions, during the lean season. 
However, for the long-term sus ta ined 
development and management of the black clam 
fishery, a more integrated and responsible 
approach is manda to ry . The significant 
regulatory and management measures to be 
adopted are: 
• Restriction on mesh size fishing (the scoop 
net of the hand dredge should be larger than 
25 mm) and ban on fishing of juveniles 
• Ban on fishing during peak season 
• Strict vigilance at the check posts to restrict 
large - scale movement of shells of under-
sized clams for use in various industries 
• Hatchery production of seed for ranching 
• Mariculture practices such as transplantation 
/ relaying / semi culture of clam seed for 
increasing production and reducing pressure 
on the juvenile stock 
• Optimum utilization of clam meat, through 
value addition (clam pickles, clam meat curry 
etc.) and market promotion (at both domestic 
and international levels) by the State fisheries 
departments. 
The authors are thankful to Mr. Salim, 
Secretary, Komalapuram black clam lime shell 
Society, for assisting us on a tour to observe the 
collective fishing activities and providing the 
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details iiegardlng the Aryad clam fishery. 
Prepared by : P. Laxmilatha and P.S. AUoycious, 
CHFRI, CoeUn 
969 Mussel culture in backwaters of Kai|Afagp^ idistrict, Kerala 
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Mussel cu l ture is increasingly getting 
popular in Padanna and Cheruvattur Panchayats 
in Hosdurg Taluk of Kasaragod district in Kerala, 
by virtue of the popularisation efforts made by the 
CMFR Institute. Initially this low cost technology 
of farming was transferred to five groups with 15 
to 21 farmers at Cheruvattur and Vallyaparamba, 
mostly women groups. Financial assistance was 
provided by the North Malabar Gramin Bank and 
Cheruvattur Farmers Co-operative Bank. They 
provided a loan of Rs. 2 . 6 0 , 2 0 0 / - for the 
implementation of the project with 50% subsidy. 
These groups adopting mussel fanning technique 
developed by CMFRl, harvested 67.4 tonnes of 
mussels during May-June 1997. A portion of the 
harvested and shucked meat (2000-Kg) was sold 
to the Integrated Fisheries Project, Cochin at a 
rate Rs.45 per Kg. The remaining harvest was 
sold in the domestic market. The groups could 
realise Rs. 3,34,555/- from" the harvest with a 
net profit of Rs. 1,04,455/- vathin a period of 6 
months. Later this programme was extended to 
other areas in subsequent years. During 1999-
2000 the farmers of Cheruvattur and Padanna 
have harvested 250 tonnes of mussels and the 
production will increase in the commlng years if 
proper financial and technical support is given to 
these groups of farmers. 
At present the cu l ture is done in the 
Padanna backwater systems of the Hosdurg 
Taluk. In this backwater system mussel farming 
is done at Cheruvattur and Padanna panchayats. 
The Cheruvattur panchayat has an area of 18.37 
Sq.km vnth a population of 24,504. The number 
of families with fishing as the main occupation 
is 144 and about 300 families depend upon fishing 
as a source of subsidiary income. At Padanna 
panchayat. the population is 17,961 with an area 
of 13.08 Sp. km. The number of families for whom 
fishing is the main occupation is above 200 and 
the number of families doing fishing as a source 
of subsidiary Income is about 400. At Cheruvattur 
five g roups were formed a t Koyambram, 
Kavunchira, Kajoithakadu and ParsmthEimadu. 
At Padanna, three groups were at Badkekad, Ori 
and Thekkedadu. These areas are shown in 
Fig.l. At Padanna eleven individual farmers 
have also done mussel culture. At Koyambram 
and Paranthamadu, there are 13 members and 
at Kavunchira and Kayuthakadu there are 15 
members in the groups. The mussel culture 
units of Koyambram and the seeding operations 
are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectlvefy. 
Fig.l Mussel culture areas 
The authors are thankful to Mr. Salim, 
Secretary, Komalapuram black clam lime shell 
Society, for assisting us on a tour to observe the 
collective fishing activities and providing the 
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details ipegardlng the Aryad clam fishery. 
Prepared by : P. Lazmilatha and P.S. Alloycious, 
CMFRI, Cochin 
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.'SV: 
Mussel cul ture is increasingly getting 
popular in Padanna and Cheruvattur Panchayats 
In Hosdurg Taluk of Kasaragod district in Kerala, 
by virtue of the popularisation efforts made by the 
CMFR Institute. Initially this low cost technology 
of farming was transferred to five groups with 15 
to 21 farmers at Cheruvattur and Vallyaparamba, 
mostly women groups. Financial assistance was 
provided by the North Malabar Gramin Bank and 
Cheruvattur Farmers Co-operative Bank. They 
provided a loan of Rs. 2 , 6 0 , 2 0 0 / - for the 
implementation of the project with 50% subsidy. 
These groups adopting mussel farming technique 
developed by CMFRI, harvested 67.4 tormes of 
mussels during May-June 1997. A portion of the 
harvested and shucked meat (2000-Kg) was sold 
to the Integrated Fisheries Project, Cochin at a 
rate Rs.45 per Kg. The remaining harvest was 
sold In the domestic market. The groups could 
realise Rs. 3,34,555/- from the harvest with a 
net profit of Rs. 1,04,455/- within a period of 6 
months. Later this programme was extended to 
other areas in subsequent years. During 1999-
2000 the farmers of Cheruvattur and Padanna 
have harvested 250 tonnes of mussels and the 
production will increase in the comming years if 
proper financial and technical support is given to 
these groups of farmers. 
At present the cu l ture is done in the 
Padanna backwater systems of the Hosdurg 
Taluk. In this backwater system mussel farming 
is done at Cheruvattur and Padanna panchayats. 
The Cheruvattur panchayat has an area of 18.37 
Sq.km with a population of 24,504. The number 
of fcimilies with fishing as the main occupation 
is 144 and about 300 families depend upon fishing 
as a source of subsidiary income. At Padanna 
panchayat, the population is 17,961 with an area 
of 13.08 Sp. km. The number of famiUes for whom 
fishing is the main occupation is above 200 and 
the number of families doing fishing as a source 
of subsidiary income is about 400. At Cheruvattur 
five g roups were formed a t Koyambram, 
Kavunchira, Kayuthakadu and Paranthamadu. 
At Padanna, three groups were at Badkekad, Ori 
and Thekkedadu. These areas are shown in 
Fig.l. At Padanna eleven individual farmers 
have also done mussel culture. At Koyambram 
and Paranthamadu, there are 13 members and 
at Kavunchira and Kayuthakadu there are 15 
members in the groups. The mussel culture 
units of Koyambram and the seeding operations 
are shown In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respective^. 
Fig. 1 Mussel culture areas 
Fig.2 Mussel culture unit at Kayambram 
Fig. 3 Mussel seeds are sorted and seeding 
of rope in progress 
The yields obtained by the fanner groups and 
the numbers of ropes suspended are given below: 
Place 
Koyambram 
Kayuthakadu 
Kavunchira 
PaTcinthamadu 
Badkekad 
Orl 
Thekkekadu 
Total 
Total yield 
(tonnes) 
22.75 
36.22 
25.2 
12.75 
18.75 
13.5 
22 
151.75 
No. of ropes 
700 
900 
900 
300 
625 
482 
760 
4667 
Yield/ 
rope(Kg.) 
32.5 
4024 
28 
42.5 
30 
28 
29 
32.89 (Av.) 
Thirteen persons started mussel culture as 
Individual enterprise. The total production from 
these farms, which were maintained by the 
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individual farmer, produced a total of 97.5 tonnes 
and the total production from KasEiragod district 
is 249.25 tonnes. 
The total green mussel production from 
Malabar area is 5416 tormes during 1999. The 
total production from culture is 250 tormes. This 
forms only 4.62% of the mussel production from 
Malabar . The musse l cu l ture pract ice is 
expanding to other areas during 2000. Mussel 
culture is being taken up in Kadalundi estuary 
and Puthuponnai areas also. 
Mussel culture was initiated by the DWCRA 
(Development of Women and Children in Rural 
Areas) in Kasaragod. LoEin amount sanctioned 
was Rs .8800 / - per member with a subsidy 
component of 50%. The amount is to be paid 
back in five years along with an interest at the 
rate of 12.5% per annum. A revolving fund of 
Rs. 5000/- without interest is also provided. 
In all the groups, the net operating profit 
ranged fi-om Rs. 7.646/- in Kayambram to Rs. 
1 6 , 4 1 3 / - at Badkekad. The average cost 
estimates of mussel culture at Padanna showed 
that the major cost was that of nylon rope (34%), 
bamboo (20%) and seed (20%). The other 
expenditures involved cloth (7%), construction 
cost (5%), harvesting (4%), seeding (4%) and coir 
rope (3%). 
Some of the constraints faced by the mussel 
farmers are: 
1. Marketing: The farmers have to harvest 
the fully-grown mussels in May itself and 
sell before the onset of monsoon to avoid 
mortality due to low salinity. At present only 
a few companies are purchasing mussel 
from the farmers sind the bargaining fi-om 
the farmers s ide is l imited. Fur the r 
processing and production of value-added 
products are required to get maximum 
return. Better marketing facilities are to 
be made available for obtaining better price. 
Mussel culture is a recent phenomenon in 
10 
Padanna and cheruvattur area. As mussel 
do not form the cuslne of this area, the 
expertise in meat shucking is low compared 
to their counterpart in Calicut area. 
Depuration and storage facility: 
Depura t ion of m u s s e l is requi red to 
maintain the quality of the product and in 
coming ycEirs this will become mandatory 
for internal and export market. The cold 
storage facility of the boiled and shucked 
mussel meat is lacking as the musse l 
culture harvesting is done in a limited 
period. 
Availability of seed: Natural seed beds are 
not available locally and the seeds are 
presently brought from Tellicherry area 
incur r ing add i t iona l charges for 
transportation. In some localities, the local 
fishermen do not allow the removal of seeds 
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in huge quantities. 
The furture prospects are: 
1. As the culture of mussel in estuEiries 3rield 
good production within a short period, this 
should be promoted by giving subsidy and can 
be taken up in other areas. 
2. Most of the seeds settled in the inter-tidal 
areas during post-monsoon period perish 
after some time due to exposure to sunlight 
and limited food supply. These seeds could 
be used by the mussel farmers. 
3. Large areas are available for mussel culture 
for com.mercial farming in estuaries and 
near shore areas. With export markets 
developing, this can be expanded to many 
suitable areas. 
Prepared by: P.K. Ashokan, V.P. Vipinkumar, K.K. 
Appukuttan, V.G. Surendrathan and M.P. 
Sivadasan, Calicut R.C. of CMFRI, Calicut. 
970 Spawning and larval rearing of the sea cucumber Holothuria (Theelothuria) spinifera Theel. at Tuticorin .. 
In India, the Beche-demer- industry is 
mainly depending on Holothuria scabra (vella 
attai). A hatchery technology for the species 
has already been developed in 1988. In addi-
tion to this, another species Holothuria spinifera 
{chenna attai, or raja attal) is also being fished 
in large quantities and widely processed along 
the coast of Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay. H. 
spinifera was once rated high in the market 
and are in good demand in China. Every year 
from India, Beche-de-mer worth more than one 
crore rupees is being exported to Singapore, 
which is the major market from where it is 
marketed to other countries. 
At Tuticorin, freshly caught chenna attai 
were priced at rupees 10-15 per piece and the 
processed ones fetched Rs. 500-1000 per kg, 
depending on the count, which is next to vella 
attai in export market. The fishery of this spe-
cies is throughout the year and is usually col-
lected by trawlers, which forms the major part 
of sea cucumber fishery. In addition to this, it 
is coming as a by-catch in thallumadal, a local 
fishing gear and also by skin diving during the 
peak seasons (locally called chankuzhl). Sea 
cucumbers trawled, command lesser price, 
compared to those collected by skin diving, due 
to quality difference. Moreover, H.spintfera is 
very sensitive In nature, even a slight distur-
bance tends the animal to eviscerate, usually 
the gut, along with the right respiratory tubule 
and some times the gonad also. Therefore 
specimen collected by skin diving can be used 
as brood stock. 
Considering their commercial value, at-
tempts were initiated for hatchery production 
of seed of H.spintfera. About 8 numbers of 
H.spintfera (length ranging from 150-340 mm 
and weight ranging from 200-350 gm) were col-
lected and brought to the laboratory during Feb. 
'2001 and maintained in a one tonne FRF tank 
with 10 cm thickness of coral sand at the bot-
tom. For the first time, in the hatchery at TRC 
of CMFRI, Tu t i co r in , s p a w n i n g could be 
achieved in H.spintfera, and the larvae were 
successfully reared up to the settlement stage. 
11 
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Padanna and cheruvattur area. As mussel 
do not form the cusine of this area, the 
expertise in meat shucking is low compared 
to their counterpart in Calicut area. 
2. Depuration and storage facility: 
Depurat ion of m u s s e l is requi red to 
maintain the quality of the product and in 
coming years this will become mandatory 
for internal and export market. The cold 
storage facility of the boiled and shucked 
mussel meat is lacking as the musse l 
culture harvesting is done in a limited 
period. 
3. Availability (of seed: Natural seed beds are 
not available locally and the seeds are 
presently brought from Tellicherry area 
incur r ing addi t iona l charges for 
transportation. In some localities, the local 
fishermen do not allow the removal of seeds 
in huge quantities. 
The furture prospects are: 
1. As the culture of mussel in estuaries yield 
good production within a short period, this 
should be promoted by giving subsidy and can 
be taken up in other areas. 
2. Most of the seeds settled in the inter-tidal 
areas during post-monsoon period perish 
after some time due to exposure to sunlight 
and limited food supply. These seeds could 
be used by the mussel farmers. 
3. Large areas are available for mussel culture 
for commercial farming in estuaries and 
near shore areas. With export markets 
developing, this can be expanded to many 
suitable areas. 
Prepared by: P.K. Ashokan, V.P. Vipinkumar, K.K. 
Appukuttan, V.G. Surendrathan and M.P. 
Sivadasan, Calicut R.C. of CMFRI, Calicut. 
970 f Spawning and larval rearing of the sea cucumber Holothuria 
iTheelothuria) spinifera Theeh at Tuticorin 
In India, the Beche-demer- industry is 
mainly depending on Holothuria scabra (vella 
attai). A hatchery technology for the species 
has already been developed in 1988. In addi-
tion to this, another species Holothuria spintfera 
(chenna attai, or raja attai) is also being fished 
in large quantities and widely processed along 
the coast of Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay. H. 
spinifera was once rated high in the market 
and are in good demand in China. Every year 
from India, Beche-de-mer worth more than one 
crore rupees is being exported to Singapore, 
which is the major market from where it is 
marketed to other countries. 
At Tuticorin, freshly caught chenna attai 
were priced at rupees 10-15 per piece and the 
processed ones fetched Rs. 500-1000 per kg, 
depending on the count, which is next to vella 
attai in export market. The fishery of this spe-
cies is throughout the year and is usually col-
lected by trawlers, which forms the major part 
of sea cucumber fishery. In addition to this, it 
is coming as a by-catch in thallumadai, a local 
fishing gear and also by skin diving during the 
peak seasons (locally called chankuzhi). Sea 
cucumbers trawled, command lesser price, 
compared to those collected by skin diving, due 
to quality difference. Moreover, H.spinifera is 
very sensitive in nature, even a slight distur-
bance tends the animal to eviscerate, usually 
the gut, along with the right respiratory tubule 
and some times the gonad also. Therefore 
specimen collected by skin diving can be used 
as brood stock. 
Considering their commercial value, at-
tempts were initiated for hatchery production 
of seed of H.spinifera. About 8 numbers of 
H.spinifera (length ranging from 150-340 mm 
and weight ranging from 200-350 gm) were col-
lected and brought to the laboratory during Feb. 
'2001 and maintained in a one tonne FRF tank 
with 10 cm thickness of coral sand at the bot-
tom. For the first time, in the hatchery at TRC 
of CMFRI, Tu t i co r in , s p a w n i n g could be 
achieved in H.spinifera, and the larvae were 
successfully reared up to the settlement stage. 
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On March 2"" 2001, after raising the an-
terior end with a little swaying movement, one 
of the male liberated sperms as white threads 
from the gonopore without any inducement. 
The animal was suddenly removed to clean fil-
tered sea water and allowed to spawn further. 
An hour after the introduction of other brood 
stock into the sperm suspension, one of the 
female liberated eggs as a sudden spurt, simi-
lar to H.scabra. The eggs were spherical, vis-
ible to the naked eyes, varied from 166-190/im 
(Fig.l). 
After fertilization, the eggs were carefully 
washed thoroughly to remove the excess 
sperms and maintained in a 100 1 tank with 
filtered sea water. They were estimated at 
13,000. First polar body was released after 40 
minutes and cleavage started after 20 minutes. 
After three hours, blastula with a single blas-
topore have been developed. Motile gastrula 
with a ciliated and oval shaped body is observed 
after 24 hours and the size ranged in length 
from 265-282/im and diameter 166-199^m. The 
early auricularia was developed after 48 hours. 
It measured a length ranging from 448-564^m 
and pelagic in habit, similar to H.scabra, ex-
cept the posterior loop, which was slightly 
broader than the anterior one. Feeding started 
from second day onwards, a mixture of three 
micro algae Isochrysis galbana, Nanochlorosis sp. 
and Chaetoceros sp. at a concentration of 20,000 
cells/ml were fed initially, which was raised 
to 40,000 cells/ml in the later stages. 
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On the ninth day, lateral projections in 
the auricularia became more prominent, the 
lipid speares appeared at the tip of the projec-
tions, which indicated the larval competency 
and its readiness to metamorphose if the con-
ditions are suitable. At this later stage, the 
length of aur icular ia ranged between 796-
964/im and breadth between 451-558/im (Fig.2). 
On the 10th day a few auricularia were meta-
morphosed to the non feeding, highly motile, 
barrel shaped doliolaria stage. At this stage, 
the length and the breadth varied from 365-
515/im and 299-365/im respectively (Fig.3). 
On the 13th day, a few doliolaria were 
transformed into the creeping stage called 
pentactula, and the composition of the larvae 
was observed to be auricularia (91%), doliolaria 
(7%) and pentactula (1%). The pentactula stage 
**J» • 
Fig. 2 Auricularia 
TS^ 
-•:,-» o|S^' 
Fig. 1 Egg Fig. 3 Doliolaria 
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was tubular, with five tentacles at the ante-
rior end and two tube feet at the posterior end 
(FIg.4). The colour was greenish brown and the 
size was much smaller than that of H.scabra 
and the length varied from 266-448/im and the 
breadth from 199-282/im. The experiment con-
ducted to test the effectiveness of different 
settlement cues like powdered algae (Algamac), 
sargassum powder, spirulina powder, periph-
ytic diatoms. By the 20th day, the tube feet 
and the tentacles became more distinct and 
the spicules could be seen projecting from the 
skin of three survived juveniles. Because of 
infestation of copepods and ciliates, further 
rearing couldn't be continued. 
During the larval rearing, environmental 
parameters were regularly monitored. The wa-
ter temperature ranged between 29-31° C, sa-
linity 34-36 ppt, pH 8.01-8.2 and the dissolved 
oxygen varied from 2 - 4.15 m l / 1 . The water 
x. 
Fig . 4 Pentactula 
was changed completely on alternate days and 
the larvae were taken out to find the survival 
rate. On other days, 50% water exchange was 
given by keeping the sieve inside the tank. 
Preapared by: P.S. Asha and J.X. Rodrigo, 
Tutlcorin Research Centre of C.M.P.R. Insti-
tute, Tuticorin. 
971 Stranding of a whale (Balaenoptera sp.) at Murdeshwar 
beach, Uttar Kannad district of Kamataka 
A baleen whale, Balaenoptera sp. was found 
washed ashore, dead at Murdeshwar beach 
north of Bhatkal on 10.1.2001. The whale was 
reported to be found dead and floating in the 
A whale Balaenoptera sp. stranded at Murudeswar 
beach north off Bhatkal 
inshore waters off Honavar for about one week 
before it was washed ashore. The carcass was 
in highly decomposed s t a t e a n d detai led 
measurements could not be made. The total 
length of the whale was 11.55 meters with a 
maximum body diameter of 4.10 m. The weight 
was approximately 8 to 10 tonnes. The smell 
emanating from the carcass was nauseating 
and was a problem for the residents. The local 
residents buried the body with the help of social 
workers. 
Last year also, a whale was washed ashore 
in Bhatkal on 10.10.1999. Fishermen are of 
the belief that the death and stranding of a 
massive marine mammal of this kind is a bad 
omen and fear that this will be a bad year for 
them. 
Reported by: Uday V. Arghekar, 
Centre of CMPRI, Bhatkal. 
Bhatkal Field 
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A baleen whale, Balaenoptera sp. was found 
washed ashore, dead at Murdeshwar beach 
north of Bhatkal on 10.1.2001. The whale was 
reported to be found dead and floating in the 
A whale Balaenoptera sp. stranded at Murudeswar 
beach north off Bhatical 
inshore waters off Honavar for about one week 
before it was washed ashore. The carcass was 
in highly decomposed s t a t e a n d deta i led 
measurements could not be made. The total 
length of the whale was 11.55 meters with a 
maximum body diameter of 4.10 m. The weight 
was approximately 8 to 10 tonnes. The smell 
emanating from the carcass was nauseating 
and was a problem for the residents. The local 
residents buried the body with the help of social 
workers. 
Last year also, a whale was washed ashore 
in Bhatkal on 10.10.1999. Fishermen are of 
the belief that the death and stranding of a 
massive marine mammal of this kind is a bad 
omen and fear that this will be a bad year for 
them. 
Reported by: Uday V. Arghekar, Bhatkal Field 
Centre of CMPRI, Bhatkal. 
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972 Unusual catch of "Koth3 diolithoides iiatvritas in wagra jal at 
Dhakti; Dahanu and Gangwada, Maharashtra 
On 13.12.1999 three heavy landings of 
Otolithoides biauritus locally known as 'Koth' by 
wagra jal bottom set net were reported from 
Dhakti, Dahanu and Gangwada. The unusua l 
landings of 'Koth' continued for two days. The 
mesh size of wagra jal which is operated mainly 
for 'dara' was in the range of 130 to 230 mm. 
The length and depth of a single piece of wagra 
jal net was 15 X 3mt Garware nylon. The plank 
built boats of 10-12m OAL with 60-90 HP uses 
50-80 pieces of net. Otolithoides biauritus was 
caught at 10 to 12 meter depth within the range 
of 15 to 20km off Dahanu North. The total 
estimated landing of this species during a three 
days period was 36.8 tonnes, at live catch rate 
of 858 kg/unit . 
The size range was from 1197 to 1502mm 
in total length weighing from 9 to 22 kg. The 
catch was sold at the rate of Rs. 20-22 per kg. 
and swimbladder at the rate of Rs.200 to 350 
per each piece at the landing centre and also 
at Vshi and Shivaji wholesale marke t s in 
Mumbai. The tota l a m o u n t real ised was 
Fig 1 - 'Koth' landing at Dahanu 
Rs.7,37.880/- with an average of Rs.l 7,160/-
per boat. 
The total value of swim bladder was 
Rs.9,22,625/- with an average of Rs.21,456/-
per boat. Such unusual landings of 'Koth' had 
not been witnessed in these areas earlier. 
Reported by : Umesh H. Rane, Dahanu Field 
Centre of CMFRI, Dahanu 
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5% PrtW 
7% gjqsr 
20% ^ ^^^^ 
"^20% im 
^ 1996-97 ^ J ^ ^ HEJt ^ f)f^ 9p\ c^ «Jt -aff?" 
3 ^ 4400/- ^ cf^  e r r f ^ H^Ndl c^ Hr?I jrfrT W^ ^ 
8800/- ^ q ^ S^^ ITT cfff cEf^ R^ lT ^ t ^ f^l^cfT -STlcfrfe 
12.5% 11 1 ^ ^irlR<W f ^ SITR ^ 5000/- ^ ^ qeF 
HRoft - 2 1^ 'TtT fciidcd'sH H ^ 5RT STM 3?TR aft? ?THR CFJT 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
13 
15 
13 
12 
15 
11 
78.000/-
90.000/-
90,000/-
1.06,000/-
69.000/-
98,000/-
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
27,615/-
31,000/-
90,000/-
66,000/-
31,000/-
21,000/-
c F ^ a M ^ ^ afk ^ iMSfR TIF?M fcpf 5RT ^S^R 
fe?T 3TRTT 11 e#Ic|n§T ^ 1 ^ ^ ^SiJR ^TRH ^FT^ ff 
W^ f^yi41 sit 911 l>f^ clot ^n^cjiijcbdl cFT sqef^ 
WM.^.^., ff ^ /^. >W H : 169, 2001 
omsr ^ fRT ^ 9if ^ cj^ 5n#?cp ^TCR I^T ^ # 
^ , W^ ^ T^FRT ^ ^TH ?t^ c^  ^ 7 ^ A §11 I j f ^ 
WNc^HH T^TJlf 0^  y f f ^ w f W f M t ^ c^  -airffe 3«fR 
c ^ f ^ viHycW qpf f f e itrTT 11 
cf)H ^ cFT 36 Hit^ ^ q i ^ 11 ? ^ # T '3lcR«m:t 
5tcft 11 Jr«TRcr: 5^T^ ^ M #TT t PfR" f^^cb't"! # T 
^ 7 ^ f^FlcFJ I % ^ W^ H^Fff c^ ^ m^J^, 
flH'HiRldl # ? " -sri^raJR ^ ^ ' ^ I r l ^31^ t ^ sqcRT 
^ c R ^ ^ w s i t ^ Hg¥ c^ H ? F T ^ Rcbi^l c^ ffm 
971 f f ^ ^ f ^ # i ! cfTt PlHl^RsId cf^ fe^ TTfqf ^ 
fe^icFl vidH<t< TRT Pl*Mdl 
9il>3Tf c^ ftn:FPT 
qRcl^H ^ H ^ ^Wf SFl ^91 
c|E5 SfWf # 911 cf^ =FT cRcft 
WT^ t , ?1!#TTT H 9 i r t ^ f^fqiJR #ra[T3ff c^ H1?T 
^ < * l ^ ^3lf^Fff cpt STFt 'SlFIl ^errftq I cFT ^IM q^ 
OTR affr W^ 9il3Tf c^f^ flH9M^f>7^ # m i ?TT 
^5F37 ^ ¥ i r%r qRcicJH c ^ n ^ l 
W^ - 3 <hmv\[i ^A^T%^ ^ f^ WWd-^ H W^ JFT axTvR OTTrT 
W.W.^.i., rT ^ f^. •m VI : 169, 2001 
^ . HI ^ . H 2 FH. H 3 FJT. H 4 ' igT. •?? 5 ^n. H 6 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
500 
6400 
9954 
1100 
3000 
6500 
1600 
1500 
1300 
1000 
32,354 
40,000 
7,646 
800 
9600 
17500 
1500 
3250 
10000 
2400 
2565 
2000 
1600 
50,415 
64.000 
13,585 
600 750 900 725 
7980 
12000 
1200 
1700 
8700 
2170 
1500 
1500 
1200 
37,950 
48,000 
10,050 . 
9000 
15000 
1587 
3338 
9000 
2250 
1875 
2000 
1500 
45,550 
60.000 
14,450 
11437 
18000 
2000 
3600 
10800 
2700 
2500 
2750 
1800 
55.587 
72,000 
16.413 
7800 
14500 
1450 
2250 
9770 
2200 
1800 
1875 
1450 
43.095 
58.000 
14,905 
^rqif c^  ?tft^ fjTftcp ^ t ^ qr # 11 ftiT ^ ^ 
^ T ^ I^?cFTft ^ 5RT f^ raf?T ^ 1 ^ W^^ H^^^»\ 
f^'^ q r 3TM I fe WWcri^ ^H W t 5RT 9 t | ^ 
inifriT fenff c^  ^ n f^ •^s^^^^ c^fc^ ^cbi4 CT^T t 
^ftr ' T M CF^ viw c^iH 3 N ^ -anq %IT 3T1^ c^ T (JJCRT? f^ 
WlcldsH H ^ ^ 3ff^ R M ftcTT t l 
^ ipi 'TS an? >3iT? ^ ^ i 1 ^ 3 'ai^ [?TSTH «^^, ^ i?^*<; ^ ^ . 
c ^ ^ c^  32 I^TFER ^ c^RT 3 i ^ ' S i t ^ ^ ^ 
^ tTcfj t ^ ms^ # 7 # M cfft w^ % q§Tf? 11 
11 ^T ^ ^ vicMNH ^ ^MHI^ Sfk ^ vi^KH 70% 
*4* *^ -
'r-Viv.';-.; = 
i^^suT^ fM fjm^ 
•^ f^^ mf^ /^c# ?M 
WM.^.^., W ^  f^. dm t •• 169, 2001 
# f t ^ cFJcTET mdn\^ Wl, g?«TT c{71cift # f t ^ 
^ ^ * l ^ Wf, ^ ^ cfilofr # t ^ cfjcfcT H ? ^ ^ , 
t^raJT ^ T ^ # f t ^ cj^cTcT ^6cbl^ ^ >3ftT ^  ^ I # 
# f t ^ cPlrT ^K^^Tft ^ CF\ f ^ TiifT 11 
# f t f f ^ ^ ^ H^ jrfrT 3^600-700 ^ ^ ^ ?7 
^ 11 # t iTk ^m^ W] r^ 3T^HR afrf % 5fT 5-
10/- ^ qr ^ ^ 11 
^ i! ylf^ l)^ qr ^ ^ n ? ^ ^ 5IM #Tif 5i7[ 
c|3T^iT1FiT#?3qqnf^c^f^fratT:r44?rf^ dcdMI^ H 
=i*^1is ifter Iff I^ §TT itcfT 11 | H SIcfjR ^ « r t f ^ 
HrPT^  #?• q5Tf^ T|?rf qr ^ R ^ ^ i^m fiRn *ft 
^] SHI^ r ^ t ^ Oftr ?H ^ c^  50000 t^FSIR r!cF c|^  
i % ^ «JT I ^ 1976 ^ d5j)<»icKhH ^ chl4<d I ^ IT 
HF?r ^ J R ^ ^ q f cRfJ cf?t 3Tcli^ ^ s i ^ IlrTT 11 3 ^ 
ePT aciHl4'1 ?H f^ erfrT ^ ) ^fr? ' f t ^TT «RT j ^ I 
# ^ Hiaff ^ ng?ir T^HFrr 11 ci^t^icf^ir ^ ? i t ^ 
H i^f 5RT WR WR-ST^^HT C R ^ ^  ^ ?twf^ fcRPff C ^ 
^ ^ Her c^ cq f^ H ^ cf^  m\m\ ^ feixr c B ^ 
#3T 5RM ^ SIT I fHctn CJ7RIT OT^ WTcT «if, ^ 
diJl^ i^cWv^  sfKr cift sF^ ar^ iFsn' ^frf dc^ Hi^ H^ I |HC^ 
11 ? H 1 ^ H ^ ^ ^ 4 # i i ^ qtcT "mi q? ^ T #tft 
'T^ 'Sff JFJt ^ 5 ^ #>ft ^ T?rPH ^ i ^ 5^  HT«I ^^^^ 
^^^^^ ^ ^f^ •arFfe ^ wrm 12 f^  ift ^ qr feRT 
11 # ^ q^^ff =^ iPrJ i f SfJt aicT: (^FWT 5.00 cT^ cpt) 
^ 7 , ^nro 3nzfe ^ I^NT en^ 11 I H a=PR ^ fN^ ^ftr 
s W ^ ^ ^ c^fetT ^ ff^ rf^ T: 20/- •?)" ofiT 15/-^ TM 
11 ?H RcJ^ R c^ Hr^JH c^ ?tf^ H ^ ^ f^ 10-16 f^ 
# f t HTrfl^ ^ T Wn% ^Wif^ W^ q ^ ^ ^*!T^ 
airr 1^4-5 M ^ ^W^ srr I ^ ^ f^ ra^ HMf ^ 
HET SRT ?H WfTR cJ7T g^Tfer q ? ^ ^ cpf 1998 
OTcFcJSR ^ SR^ f>3TT SfT affr ^ c^ y^ TW I^FIcR^  cfJt 
v3f^  m^ "cf)Mt" c^  3qqW c F ^ |H qc^^ ^ q f l ^ ^ 
W.m.^.^., ff ^ ^ . v37^ H : 169, 2001 
^ T?c?t 11 # ^ qJH 3[7> afcT f^  iq ^ 5/- ^ lo/- cjJt 
s R q r ^ ^ t i ?q qflwaff ^> arfljcF ij?ir nM vsraR, 
# i t qm oF# 3nf^  e^  ^qR cf^ ^ c^  ? ^ qqfer <^ 
cfJT ^ 3 ? ^ ^ t rirf^  3T^ §T^ M ^ ^q^ f^nwq 
ql^ JHixT ^ ^TqpRT cPT M 11 qc^qq q# ?)^qi^ 
^-^Icfnf q M ^ q§'3rf cfrt OTC^ 3cqRq ?^  •amiR qr 
^q^ afr? qiqfrtqt ^ 11 trcfi fe^ #5t qq ^ ^ ^ 
qr q c ^ q ^ 2 feqr ^nq^ ^ ^ qqicTT t '3ft^  3FT 
i^T "»ft ^\^ # ^ qifc^qq^ c^  M F I # ^ f^ tqjrq 
^ qqrqq c^  f ^ 1 ^ q c ^ t ^ # ? ^-dWitf) q fq 
arf^tqi^ I f^rac^i^ PiHfeiPciri q?c?r3^ f^ mrqcp -aftr 
• HrHH c^ f ^ OTqtq fcjT^ ^ q i ^ ^^^ cf) 
^sm^ aqqrq qr f^mqq^ ( 1 ^ ^ ^ T^ 
^^m 25 f^  ^ ^ q^i #TT 3#[qT4 t) affr 
f^§M ?i^T qrfqq Tlqrqr 
• ^jwm ^ qqq qc^qq ^ Tty ^^ rqiqi 
• f M ^ ^3?M ^ ^qqtq q^ T^  c^f^ orqf^ qqq 
qjqtrf c^  q t ^qj^ ^ qqfnj piijBid cjj^ 
J^fcT^ ^cbMlwl' qq qq^qq qRqr I 
• ^ c^ f ^ # j f f qjT 1 ^ 3?qRq 
• ^JfqRq q ^ aflT f ^ § M q r ciqiq qjq c|R^ c^ 
feiTT # f t #?tf q)T ^«TRirRT-7tq^/^:^«nqq/ 
qj^qri 
• F^RT qifrRq^ Prqrqf SRT ^ q^rqr (#tft 
qiq -arqR # f q ^ aqf^  c^  # ^ ) # T qRR 
qrq ci^T ^qqq (^ftq # T 3T^ftq HR! ^) 
^ ^ ? i ^ MiirW*^  ai^ H^H q?«nq, ^Mq J^  'ft. 5R%Rn 
969 c ^ ^ c^  cpmrnte i ^ ^ 9i5[%f^ 
^ ^Oc)T3,< qtfrqrff ^ ^ trir trq;: 3 ^ ^3^? c^ Mirff 
^ ^ ?Tf H ^ ;3THf^ ^ 31T ^  11 5rR^ ^ ^F 
f ^ ^TFm yl^lRlcbl ^^C|TJ< ^ C|RHJ^MJ6|| ^ 15.21 
^ ^ ^ g ^ q m ^ cJTt f ^ SfT I 3 r i ^ 9 T ^ TiHc^^ 
a W ^ ^ HelWR HPfrq tcF afk ^^clTj? i T ^ H c^JTT^ 
50% 3 n f ^ ^g|i|dl c^ T^W 2,60,200/- -^ ^ R ^ ^ I 
# ^H t ^ 3TR- OT? SRT RlcbRid i M f ^ cCT ^qifW 
cR^ q r ? ^ ^ 1997 c^ i^f-^ e^ ^f^R 67.4 Z^ 51^ 
5IM im I ^raflrT 9 l l ^ cFT tTcp T^FT affr 9 l l I W 
(2000 f^  m) 5 { J M ^ ^ tTcf^cT HiicHlcb't qf^ zj^ F^RT 
(iFp) HFt a ^ % m 45/- ^ c^ ^ ^7 af|7 ^^^ ^ ^^ 
^ 9T1 c5f% ^ 1,04, 455/- ^ c^ f^ Icf^  ^^ TW ^ m«T 
3,34,555/- ^ 5rM f ^ I OT^ cRff ^TM! ^ 3Rr ^ £f ^ 
W.m.^.^., W ^  f^. ^ t •• 169,2001 
\ 1 vw^r citfaw 
500 jft ^ ? i \ yS. W>A 
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^IS 
/ ^ - 2 *)i/s/^ m 91^^ iTcijc^ 
^ : 1 q§3T qs'^ TiM ciTT HHRJ^ - §% c^ f^  cp^ m^ sNf cirt 
^ J^Wf SRT 1999-2000 c^ ^^TR 250 Z^ 9Tl'3ff cfJT 
3qc?l^ cJTTlTT ;jntT cit >3TT%I^  HRTf 4 3 ( ^ 1 ^ 3 ^ ^ 
-apT 911 c^ f^  i t ^ m ^ # q5?rr q^xTJi^ ^ 
W ^ 2f)T ?r3P?KT 24,504 cfJt 3 T ^ e^'m«I 18.37 Hpf % 
'ft 11 ^ ci^  144 ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^m 'ir^q^ I o k 
^FFFT 300 cggRT ITCF a # f ^ ^?t ^^ WT 5^  ^ c F R 
^v?^ 11 qS?IT ^ WJWmi 17,961 3 k ^^RjW 13.08 cpf 
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# ^ ^^Fmq 400 cggi^ ^IrlRoW ^9t ^ WT ^  HrPR 
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aftr cbl^Rl^l 3ftT e^dcKbl^ ^ 335 ^  15 ^ RFT CFJFJ^ 11 
?FT?T : i ^ 2 afk f ^ 3 # f ^ ^ "T^ 11 
^^m^ 22.75 
cfidcKbl^ 36.22 
*l#<l 25.2 
M<t1HI^ 12.75 
^d^^^mf 18.75 
a i ^ 13.5 
^=KJ)cbl^  22 
^ 151.75 
700 
900 
900 
300 
625 
482 
760 
4667 
32.5 
40.24 
28 
42.5 
30 
28 
29 
32.89 (^Pmrr) 
5nW cF)t I ? ^ qjFJ! ^ c ^ vicM|c{H 97.5 ^ ^ SIT # ? 
cbm<Ml^ f ^ cfJT =pr ^cMlcJH 249.25 Z^ 11 
q^I^R- ^ ^ ^ 1999 c^ ^ k F f ^ # r T 911 
vicMI<4H 5416 Z ^ 11 cl^f^ c^ y r f ^ c g ^ vicMKH 250 Z ^ 
t ^ Hcrl'NK i) c^^ 911 ^cMlclH c^ 4.62% ^\^f\ ^^ 
2000 ^ 911 ^  >3Rr 8 ^ ^ M^ l ^d ?t 7 # 11 cb^cri*j|l 
# f H i q ^ J M ^  # 911 ^ ^^tm^ ^ TTilJt 11 
cFRRTJ^  S|^  Wft^ #5if Iff 911 c^ f^  # 5^53; # 
31R IT sr^ apjv[ cf?t sJt I 50% ' 3 n ^ HBFfcn c^  Hm 
afrf HcfFT ^ f ^ 1 % cf^ Tpiit W l ^ ^ . 8800/- ^ I 
F.W.^.^., fT ? ^ . «3/^ H : 169,2001 
^ afcT ci^ 12.5% a[)t STM ?[T qr qNr ciqf ^ wm 
^ R ^ t l 1 ^ OlIrlR«W sqR F^irCT f ^ ^ 5000/- ^ 
q f ^ F i f ^ ^ ^ ^ i n ^ t i 
•^. 7,646/- ^ ^ . 16413/- c^ ^ ^ Wm «n I 1 5 ^ ^ 
911 ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^TTItT q t aft^ TcT elFlcT ^ i^^TrTl 
t ^ Hl^crliH THft (34%), # 1 (20%) a f k # ^ (20%) 
^ ^ W^ <S^[^ «Jt I OPT ^  2FT5T (7%), f^FlW 
efFlrT (5%), ^y^*J| (4%), <^^<1M>J1 (4%) # T ^ i ^ 
^ ^ (3%) c^ f ^ «TT I 
9T1 t^qcJJf 5RT ^IFRT c f j ^ q # c ^ c b i ^ l ^ i j l 
1. fcR i^R: Ht i M ^ t ^ ^ cfjt ^3^ ^S# !TM 
91131! cf5T TirrF^ cp^^ t ofk f ^ c^<uidi ^ 
f^ ^i[wf ^ 9T1 ^aft^  ^ t aftr ^ w f ^ qsT c^  
#r«Tnt ^sm^ wu^ oif^ raT^  t l qs==^  aftr 
^^^Ti< ^ 9T1 cllf% t:r^ r^qT qfrRRT 11 91131! 
ci7i | H 8 ^ ^ ^ # m T i ^ ^ ^ t , f e ! ^ 
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2. 91'^*'!"I # ? H^i^ ^ g f ^ : 3?qT^  c^ Tjqm 
sFn4! ?w^ ^ f ^ 9ii3i! ^ 9j^70T 3i^f^ 
l!cTr t 3fk 3T1%1^ f ^ 4 ^frq #T f^W 
fe^i Sent q^ ^ qm c^  f ^ 9flcT H^i#iq! 
ct^  # ra i OTra^ q|f t i 
3. # 3 1 cl^ OT^f^ETcTT: y|e»ilrlcb # ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ c^ ^ RFT 
10 
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^rrfl^ 3ff7 ^RT ^ ^ ^ §Ti ^ f ^ '^oiRT ^n f l ^ I 
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5RI ^ 1988 ^ qcp yl^lRlcbl cfTT f ^ R T f ^ ^ 1 ^ 
(#TT 3it m 7RT a^) ^ ^ HMT =f^  m\it ^ qw 
igrft ^ ^ T M ^ T ^ ^ ^ ofiT w m ^ % ^ r^mr t l 
t9T-a['-'^ fi^nrpjf cf^  PlllfcT f^^ J^TTcTT t ^ 1^  3R?T 
^ff ^ ?^T^ g^: fM^ %m i^TMT 11 
^fej^M^ ^ cTRfT #77" ^ cCT i j ^ afcT ^ 10-
15 ¥/- m •3lh' w^ m ^ 3fqT^ qfrr f^m ?>• soo-
1000/- cl7T JJci^ T qirTT m, f^ Rfcfn f ^ I ^ Wm ^ ^ ^ 
mR%\ W^ HlIrHlcbn ^TM *R M t 3flT ^ TmR^ TcPTT 
OIHWcb] ^ ?MtcT f%^ ^^TTrfT 11 T{^ efjcf)# HlfrWcbl 
^ q ^ ill'NH ?H J^TRft cf7T f ^ 11 f ^ •3#[ftM 
dcTt^ Hll iPt ^ OTq=P^ c^ ^ ^ qF R M ? ^ t l 
l^ cfJT H^ll^ ^ ^ J^TRTT 11 3TRFraif c^ ytf^ HirftcT 
cbcbf^ill T^M ^ Wfem M t ? ^ # l ^ 3 ^ J^^ ^ 
tern 11 ^ ^ t?^. fM^U ^(^ fr ^ ^ n ^ ftrTT t 
fi|7 lTcf7 i M # ^WoMWdl f^ § 4 ^ W^ ^ t f^  
^ mWR^, ^rfl^ '^SRRT Hll^cbl 3 lk SP^ ^ ^ 
a^cFKTT t l 
tct)^ I qR=r^, 2001 ^ ^ ^ w\w\ qw. f^^f^w ^ 
(l50-340 f^  Jft =^  ^ cfJt cpnf " 3 ^ 200-300"TIT ^ ^ 
cM ^ 10 ^ ^ FERrrr 4 qcfM ^ 3 1 ^ TT^  i : ^ Z^ 
t ^ ^ q?cft ^R qw. fM^w ^ w^^ oi^^m 
S^qclSET t%i:iT 3IT I^cfiT 3ft<r ^RM cjft 3RR?IT cT^ f^lc^ 
H<^i^ qWFT ^ f ^ l 
/ ^ - 7 afsr 
11 
H.f^.!jA., ff 7 /^. vW H : 169, 2001 
2 ITT ,^ 2001 c t^ ^ "^qW. f^R'4}^ ^ =S^ ^V^ 
c^  f ^ S t^ ^ t^cFR c^  m«T T§^qm 3^3lcF7 ;5FRly ^ 
^t ^\^ W^ m^ "^ 1^. wm ^ ?R¥ m^ \w: '^ 
WW\ a i t 51^ I Mlcilclj^ irl c^  ^ '3{i" T R M ^ ^^WR 
^ ^ 166 ^ 199 M m c!cf5 f M ^ ^ I ( f ^ - l ) 
PlchM-^ c^  fc^ pr SZTF ^ «3Tc# rRF « J ^ >3ftT PlHJf^d 
H^gS" ;JM 1 ^ 100 c ^ SJlf^ c^  % ^ g^flicf ?M I 
^ cTT^ TfT 13,000 ^ I ^n#Tr g ^ c^  sfT^  qic l^T ^ ^ cf^ M 
£L::; 
/ ^ - 2 ^ o ^ w 
/ ^ - Jsff^&MRiji 
^^ '^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 1^  f^^^^ m^ 
BBLM. 
ctTT R I H I ^ H f3TT affr ^ f ^ =^  WT^  f^Rc?R ^ f-3?! I 
(srl^^cTil) Rich Rid f a n I rMt^ qzf ^ ^IK q S T l ^ 
# 7 q a ^ ^ cf7FT ^ m?J Ti^?1tc?r c f7^^ (Ml^e l l ) 
f ^T IM q ^ aftr 1 ^ eN l f 265-282 /i m c^ ^ ^ 
^qm 166-199 /xm c ^ ^ « ^ | 4 8 g ^ s f R ^ i f e H T cJ7T 
Ri*m f-an I fHcf^ t ^Nnf 448 ^ 564^  m c^  sft^ # T 
^ftelf 299 ^ 365/n m c^  ^ f M ^ SJT I f?W. ?^ /W7' cfJt 
20,000 cfff§T/f^  # cf^  WTcTT ^ 'SMR c^  ^ ^ ct^ WW 
RilM=bl sfR" ^ 40,000 cP>"t§TM ^ ^ ^f^ f ^ I 
^ f^ife- f^qM T^c^ ar ^ r ^ i ^ f ^ ^ '^^w^ ^^MT 
' 3^ -arg^ cT fMrr qr^ qr ^PFTTCR^ ^ CRRCTT F ? ^ 
c F ) ^ 11 f H <3T^ f^ «^ T ^ c f^ i f^m cf?t cfflTf 796 ^ 946/i 
m ^ 41^1 3ffT STRT 451 ^ 558/im c^ #Er ^ ( 1 ^ - 2 ) 
? ^ f ^ cfjfrR^ c f ) ^ m f ^ Trf^ §f^ c?frfT qicFT #TT 
•STT^R ^ cblilidRd f t r ^ I ^ e^ cR^ i^T ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ftelf fFT§T: 365-515^1 m j^f^ T 299-365^ m c^ ^ fclfcT?! 
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^3?^ cn# ^ '3T=R«fT S M cjft -aflr f^*-^*!'' CBT f^^Fi 
fH Rcj7R fe^M q^ : cF-ofcFm (91%) S t f ^ ^ M ^ 
(7%) ^ q x i F T § % (Qn^cf^cdi) (1%) I q^Rqsfsf^  3{^m 
^ ^ncFiT ctft «Jt I ( f ^ - 4 ) I ?^WT -pj ff^rnj^T -aff? 
affr ^ftelf PFT9T: 266-448/i m -sfk 199-282/i m c^  ^ 
f^r f^ eft I OTI?Tt, ?777/W ,^ ^iif^HI ^ '^R'hl^f^ch 
^ si^  w^ ^ ^ f ^ n ^ WHR qftaFT iif g 1 ^ 
H.m.^A, (T ^ f^. 'Sm ^ : 169,2001 
"HlPldH f ^ TizfT 8TT I 3M ^ rlNH'H 29-3100, c^d^ldl 
34-36%, ^ l ^ 8.01-8.2 # T fcRfrl . afff^^TSR 4.1-5.2 
ft^/^ # fc r f^ sjf I i^cblTl^ f M ^ ^JI^ cCT ' i ; ^ : 
qRclc^H f^ T^ TT SIT -afk f l ^ ^ c|ol WTfT PlcbM*T 
^TfcTJftf^ frlrrT ?7 ^ ^ ^ «?!• I I^RT f ^ ^ % c^'fIrR 
m^ TW^ 50% 3M qRcicin % ^ STT I 
^ 'ft. v^. '3TOTI -3^ 7 ^ . "^ TO. J^HInl 3RT ^'nT fe^ »rai ^ ^ I 
971 ebwk* <fe^3TR•«p^i^Tii^f^^^i^^^i^(^lI3l^Y3^l^)eFT?RR 
^RcfKT c^ 3 T R ^ T T ^ g ^ ^ g { ^ Iff 10-1-2001 
eft ^ WT#=f frFft cfjt CR: ^R «WT |OT qPH ^^PTTI 
TM err a k w ^ ^ M R ^ arqcT^ ^ '^  ^ f r qprr 
TM «TT I W^ ^?T fcrft f f t -aFf^ SfT # «Jt f% §Tft7 
cpT f c R ^ WFI ^ f%^ 3fT F^IcPT I 1 ^ cgcT ciwii 
11.55 #?Jt I fHcPTHR ^FTTT 8 ^ 10 S^ «JTI efT§T 
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